Class of 1980

Alumni of Record: 229
Participation: 26.6%
Contributions: $71,897

Lincoln-Douglas Society
($100,000 - $999,999 lifetime)
◆ Barbara A. Adams
◆ Merry Sloan Mosbacher

Janet Greig Post Leadership Society
($10,000 and more annually)
$10,000 - $24,999
◆ Deborah S. DeGraff
◆ Kathryn Knoshe Harden
◆ Richard R. Harden
◆ Merry Sloan Mosbacher
◆ Anne Johnson Veague
David J. Workman

Maria Whiting Society
($2,500 - $4,999 annually)
◆ Barbara A. Adams
◆ Martin Eliot Glickman
◆ Suzanne Deckman Schultze

1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
Steven R. Holmes
Patrick H. Howell
◆ Joseph F. LaManna

Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
P. Christopher Earley
◆ George B. Eaton
◆ Fritz C. Goeckner
Marsha Sanders McCormick

◆ Susan M. McCowin
Joseph A. Moore

Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
◆ Linda Gintert Armstrong
◆ Ruth Ann Aydt
◆ Roy R. Brandys
◆ Francis L. Jozefiak
◆ Kurt E. Pearson
◆ Valerie Thorp Rosenberg

Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
◆ J. Michael Arnold
◆ Paulette Brokenbourough
◆ Jeffery L. Burkhead
◆ John G. Drake
◆ Thomas A. Gavlin
◆ Tina Kimmitt Gavlin
◆ Edie T. Mitsuuchi-Smith
◆ Michael J. O’Mary
James B. Pogue

Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
Anonymous
◆ Robert C. Alvarez
William V. Aslan
Anne E. Bowler
Sarah C. Fargo
Paul G. Greenwood
Tracey Rappaport
Greenwood

Cynthia Sowatsky Hahn
Kent M. Hosutt
Peter M. Kelliher Jr.
Karen Kelly
◆ James G. Lofgren
◆ Julie Lyon Lyrerla
◆ Vicki Colmark Massie
John R. McKeighan
Judith Heitman Miller
Meribeth A. Nudelman
Daniel P. O’Shea
◆ Michael C. Russell
Mary Poerstel Sherrick
Marla Burkhead Stockov
Steven E. Sylvester

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
Anonymous
★ Cindy L. Barnes
Jeffrey T. Cernek
◆ Steven M. Cheesman
◆ John C. Heinicke
Rhoda E. Pillsbury

Old Main Society
Barbara A. Adams
David W. Cratty
Deborah S. DeGraff
Joseph F. LaManna

In Memory Of
Patricia A. Reid

◆ Deceased  ★ Given Every Year Since College  ◆ Given Each of Last 10+ Years  ▲ Given Each of Last 5+ Years
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Class of 1981
Alumni of Record: 260
Participation: 21.2%
Contributions: $49,337

Lincoln-Douglas Society
($100,000 - $999,999 lifetime)
Anonymous (2)
♦ Elaine Kondelis Jaharis
♦ Jane Strode Miller

Janet Greig Post Leadership Society
($10,000 and more annually)
$10,000 - $24,999
♦ Elaine Kondelis Jaharis
Benjamin Kai Yiu Lee

Maria Whiting Society
($2,500 - $4,999 annually)
▲ Mark W. Smith
★ James A. Whitehill

1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
♦ Michael G. Maday
★ Dean J. Mento
♦ Donna L. Mielke
♦ Jane Strode Miller

Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
♦ Tracy L. Bell
★ Mark K. Chelmowski
♦ Heidi A. Lauritzen
♦ Annette L. Zemek

Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
♦ Scott R. Baldwin
R. Nolan Hetz
Peter D. Lueninghoener
♦ Jan M. Estal Maberry
♦ Robert W. Rosenberg

Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
Anonymous
♦ Cindy Bjorkman Bosy
♦ Scott D. Calhoun
▲ Todd P. Guynn
♦ William J. Hope
Mark Huddle
★ John W. Jordan
★ William E. Lloyd
★ Vanessa Kellerman Molzahn
▲ John C. Nicolau
★ Karen Heilingoetter Wise

Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
Anonymous
♦ Cynthia Conlon Burch
♦ Robert M. Burch
Elizabeth Brady Cimino
Janice L. Dilworth
David R. Green
★ Mary Szopinski Kannawin
Kent E. Kramer

Old Main Society
Lori Koke Castillo
Jane Strode Miller
James A. Whitehill

In Honor Of
David R. Green

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
▲ David R. Albert
★ Susan M. Boland
★ Mark R. Brodl
Amy J. McDonough
Griese
▲ Jeffrey D. Hockett
Gary L. Lovinger
Diane Perry
★ Peter R. Petersen
Julia Takarada
Bunny Brunner Weber

Deceased  ★ Given Every Year Since College  ♦ Given Each of Last 10+ Years  ▲ Given Each of Last 5+ Years
Thank you to all donors—alumni, parents, and friends—who gave to Knox between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2014. If you’d like to see other donor lists, visit www.knox.edu/honor-roll, or if you’d like to receive a copy of another class or constituent Honor Roll, contact the Office of Advancement at 309-341-7233 or 888-KNOXCOL (888-566-9265) or e-mail gifts@knox.edu.

Class of 1982
Alumni of Record: 226
Participation: 24.3%
Contributions: $35,153

Adolph P. Hamblin Society
($5,000 - $9,999 annually)
★ Mary Filosa Brown
♦ Edward Eshoo Jr.

Maria Whiting Society
($2,500 - $4,999 annually)
♦ Joyce M. Hertko
♦ David A. Murray
♦ Richard G. Schultze
♦ Cynthia Wilson

1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
♦ Gregory J. Bird
♦ Jeffrey D. Clark
★ Sharon L. Schillereff
♦ Jeffrey L. Sutton
▲ Karen A. Tavana
★ Leslie Joanna Goudie Warner
★ Stephen B. Warner

Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
♦ Elizabeth J. Berntson
Peris L. Brodsky
Kathleen A. Brosnan
Dean A. Delmastro
♦ Kandy S. Sayrs

Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
Anonymous
★ Anna Wilson Flynn
Jeffrey L. McCasland
♦ Alan D. Zdunek
♦ Teresita Maso Zdunek

Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
Laura L. Martin
♦ James R. Wise
David M. Wrobel

Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
Timothy D. Bjelland
★ Nancy E. Borman
★ Stephen J. Briggs
★ Kevin M. Culver
Elizabeth Behringer Ferdina
♦ Christine Bohm Gavlin
♦ Timothy M. Gavlin
Brian P. Gaynor
Jennifer Hefele Wald
★ Virginia E. Kim
▲ Laurie J. Watson Knowlton

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
★ Jill A. Brickman
Lisa Ann Dupras
♦ Ron Frakes
★ Nancy Markelz Gatens
Joe A. Gray
★ Donna E. Herendeen
Mary C. Holland
Sheila McIntosh
Thomas L. Minick
Gregory E. Nagawiecki
Stephen H. Paul
★ William H. Shomos

Old Main Society
Gregory J. Bird
Troy L. Daugherty
Joyce M. Hertko
Alexander S. Hewitt
Kandy S. Sayrs
James L. Wolfington

★ Deceased ★ Given Every Year Since College ♦ Given Each of Last 10+ Years ▲ Given Each of Last 5+ Years
Class of 1983
Alumni of Record: 223
Participation: 26.5%
Contributions: $114,281
Class Agent
Rick Brown

Lincoln-Douglas Society
($100,000 - $999,999 lifetime)
★ Terence M. Hogan
▲ R. Kyle Winning

Janet Greig Post Leadership Society
($10,000 and more annually)
$50,000 and more
▲ R. Kyle Winning

Adolph P. Hamblin Society
($5,000 - $9,999 annually)
★ Richard T. Brown
■ Tony Etz
★ Terence M. Hogan
Julie K. Rademakers

Maria Whiting Society
($2,500 - $4,999 annually)
★ Chip Martin
■ Mark S. Suchomel

1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
▲ David S. Mitchell
▲ Nor Azilah Ngah
■ Ronda Wilkinson Sutton

Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
★ Anthony J. Tedeschi

Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
Catherine M. Best
J. Jeffrey Clark
★ Patrick R. Fleming
★ Mara Down Frazier
★ James A. Gesmer
★ Daniel J. Hrozencik
▲ Janet Fawbush Klosterboer

Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
Anonymous (2)
★ Susan B. Arjmand
▲ Stephen A. Fast
Bridget A. Garavalia
▲ Lisa Daleo Guynn
★ Lynn A. Hellwig
★ Debra Leaf Hope
▲ Salaar Masud
▲ Tracy Lund Nakajima
★ Jennifer Casler Price
★ Beth Anderson Schuck
★ Martha Todd Wilson

Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
★ Florence Giannola Botbol
Jane Middleton Carr
Mary Jo Festle
Danita L. Fleck
▲ Werner Holz
▲ Bruce B. Knowlton

Kristen S. Kulp
David E. Masterson
★ Stephen N. McMillan
★ John F. Murray
Robert R. Prusator
★ Carl F. Sauer
★ Eunice M. Nelson Sullivan
★ Steven G. Sutker
★ Heather Carlson Watkins
★ Mariola Dobersztyn Weithers
▲ Melissa Wolf

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
Gregg M. Citron
Jesse T. Dabson
Richard J. Dupras Jr.
Georgia L. Janssen
★ Georgine M. Kryda
▲ Virginia Lindsay
Mizobuchi
★ Pamela Messer Patton
★ Sylvia Messerklinger
Piggott
Cynthia May Schmidt
★ Mary Beth Erffmeyer
Shomos
★ Paula Ramsbotham
Watson

Old Main Society
Janet Fawbush Klosterboer
Georgine M. Kryda
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Class of 1985
Alumni of Record: 206
Participation: 23.3%
Contributions: $26,504
Class Agent
Michael Spires

Adolph P. Hamblin Society
($5,000 - $9,999 annually)
Joseph L. Flanagan
Margaret Camasto Flanagan

Maria Whiting Society
($2,500 - $4,999 annually)
Jane E. Davis
Paul S. Shimotake
Kathleen McDermott Sprong

1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
Robin Carre
Paul R. Steenis

Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
Anonymous
James J. Billimack
John C. Niss
Meg Ryan
Dorothy Kinzie Tedeschi
Lee J. Woolley

Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
Anonymous
Robin E. Butler
Terence W. Mak
Jordi C. Prats
Susan Pointer Thompson
Matthew L. Westerberg

Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
Jennifer L. Baker

Paul W. Downey
Eva Johnson-Petersen
Barry A. Petersen
Janice Schnell Prusator
Todd M. Prusator
Michael J. Spires

Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
Gregory C. Armstrong
Keith A. Belzer
Dale E. Crain
Lisa Z. Crank
Mary J. Smith Msall
Susan Yohe Prusator
Helen Gruezmacher Schartz
Daniel Shaffer
Laura Stein
Hun S. Zheng

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
Benjamin A. Blume
David R. Crowl
Carolyn Dolan Gauen
Curtis M. Gauen
Lynne S. Gray
John D. Stubblefield
Todd D. Volker
Eric P. Williams
Eric Z. Williams

In Honor Of
Michael E. Green

Deceased ♦ Given Every Year Since College ◆ Given Each of Last 10+ Years ▲ Given Each of Last 5+ Years

Thank you to all donors—alumni, parents, and friends—who gave to Knox between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2014. If you’d like to see other donor lists, visit www.knox.edu/honor-roll, or if you’d like to receive a copy of another class or constituent Honor Roll, contact the Office of Advancement at 309-341-7233 or 888-KNOXCOL (888-566-9265) or e-mail gifts@knox.edu.
Class of 1986
Alumni of Record: 213
Participation: 24.4%
Contributions: $87,469

Class Agent
Mike Boyd

Lincoln-Douglas Society
($100,000 - $999,999 lifetime)
★ Laurel J. Andrew

Janet Greig Post Leadership Society
($10,000 and more annually)
$50,000 and more
★ Laurel J. Andrew

Adolph P. Hamblin Society
($5,000 - $9,999 annually)
★ Michael A. Boyd

1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
◆ Valerie J. Blevins
Peter C. Sonneborn

Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
◆ Jeffrey C. Cooper
Jeffrey J. Herr
Michael R. Horton
Sharon L. Horton
◆ W. Anthony Phillips

Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
Anonymous
Ted S. Barber
★ Tracy Palmer Berns
◆ Catherine E. Horan Flint
★ Dennis K. Huang
Robert J. Klem Jr.
★ David W. Koh
★ Victoria Crawshaw Kwarciany
Lisa L. Moorehead Robinson
★ Brian S. Williams

Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
Victor J. Davis
★ Kathryn Peregrine Fryxell
Tamara Scannell Guest

▲ Brian G. King
Jennifer M. Luke
★ Susan Coates Plomin
▲ Jon W. Ripperger
Aman Teklehaimanot

Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
Angela L. DeYong
▲ C. Richard “Fuzzy” Foster
▲ Sloane E. Gould
Mark L. Leider
Michael L. Lewis
◆ Anne Donnelly Matalon
Sarah Smith Maxwell
★ David M. Plomin
▲ Linda Norbut Suits
◆ Patricia Bereck Weikersheimer
◆ Gregory A. Wilson
Jane Wetherbee Wise

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
▲ Susan K. Bantz
★ Deborah L. Gertz Husar
★ Karen E. Kampwirth
Traci A. Martin
◆ Lisa L. Metz
▲ Kendra S. Mitchell Peterson
Carolyn Quarterman
L. Raquel Rochelle
★ Kathleen A. Schwartz
▲ Ann E. Seidel
★ Stephen C. Spaide
★ Catherine Thompson
▲ Lisa S. Williamson

Old Main Society
Wayne K. Brinkman

In Memory Of
Rex J. Sandborg
Barbara Zemek

---
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